from more than 300 organizations are found at the
special statements, and internal and external publications
public meetings, correspondence, annual reports, finan-
cial reports and related companies based in the region.

Philadelphia Special Investigation Commission: The
Philadelphia Special Investigation Commission, appointed by Mayor W. Wilson Goode, investigated the
events leading up to and including the May 13, 1985
confrontation with MOVE. The commission held
full public hearings, and issued a report. The Urban
Archives hold manuscripts, photographs, news clippings,
administrative files and videotape produced by
the Urban Archives. Holdings of particular
interest include full transcriptions of the Commission
hearings and corresponding WHYY videotape, exten-
sive files on media coverage and evidence files.

Manuscript Collections

Community and political organizations have helped
shape the greater Philadelphia region. Through extensive
manuscript collections from businesses, nonprofits and
government organizations, the Urban Archives document the
private sector's impact on our region. Records from
Philadelphia, researchers have a number of resources
from which to access materials on revolutionary and
colonial history. To research our region's contemporary
development there is only one unique resource—the
Philadelphia Archives.
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Photographic Collections

The Philadelphia Archives house more than 100 photographic
collections—over 5 million images total (including
black and white prints and film negatives), over 4 million images used frequently by researchers,
PAMPHLET COLLECTIONS
A large collection of pamphlets complements the Urban Archives' photographic, manuscript and newsclipping holdings. There are nearly 10,000 pamphlets and 3,500 annual reports on topics covering urban development, schools, hospitals and more, ranging from the late 1850s through the 1970s. Reports and pamphlets from the City's Council on City Planning, the Fairmount Park Art Commission, the John D. Kent Day Nursery, the Philadelphia Housing Development Corporation, the International House, West Laurel Hill Cemetery, the Union League and many more important organizations from throughout the greater Philadelphia region are found at the Urban Archives.

BOOKS AND MAPS
• Over 2,000 books that reflect Philadelphia's social, economic and political histories from 1840 through the present, all of which can be accessed through our online catalog
• City directories from the 1840s through the 1950s
• Philadelphia atlases, insurance maps and other topographical depictions from the 1880s through 1950s

MEDIA COLLECTIONS
The Urban Archives media collections comprise hundreds of thousands of newsreels and commercials spanning 1920 through the 2000s. Most materials are from CBS3 (formerly KYW) and WPVI (formerly WPTF-TV, Channel 6), which document the region's news and development from the 1970s onward. Both collections contain aired and unused news footage, airchecks, original documentaries and other special programming. Some logbooks and indices are available for both CBS3 and WPVI. Materials from WPVI also include public affairs programming such as Visors, El Barrio, Assignment and Say Your Piece. Some formats need conversion or extensive preparation before viewing. It is recommended that researchers call the Urban Archives ahead of time to discuss their use of media collections.

THE PHILADELPHIA JEWISH ARCHIVES COLLECTION
The Philadelphia Jewish Archives Center collection, composed of approximately 4,500 linear feet of materials, is the most extensive and varied documentation of any Jewish community outside New York City.

Founded in 1972, PJAC collects and preserves the historical records of the Jewish community from the greater Philadelphia region, including Southern New Jersey, and makes them available to scholars and the general public. Records and collections date back to the 19th century. Over 810 individuals and organizations have contributed records representing important cultural, educational, religious, benevolent and fraternal organizations, and synagogues.

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
Visit library.temple.edu/digitalcollections, and find images from the City Parks Association, Housing Association of Defense Valley and the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin online. Photos are searchable by collection and keyword. Our online collections are continually growing as they actively digitize additional materials. To suggest materials for digitization, please contact libweb@temple.edu.

VISITING THE URBAN ARCHIVES
The Urban Archives are open to the public, 8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m., Monday–Friday, on the ground floor of Paley Library on Temple University’s Main Campus. Occasionally special holiday hours apply.

Temple University Libraries’ Urban Archives Ground Floor, Paley Library 1220 Poletti Walk Philadelphia, PA 19122
Ph. 215-204-8357, 215-204-5731, F: 215-204-3681
E-mail: urban@temple.edu
Web: library.temple.edu/collections/urbanah
The Urban Archives are now on Facebook! Find us, like us, get updates.

ABOUT US
The Urban Archives is the research arm of the Philadelphia Jewish Archives Center. The Urban Archives are now on Twitter! Follow us, like us, get updates.

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
• Philadelphia atlases, insurance maps and other topographical depictions from the 1880s through 1950s
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